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camp is no longer the place for
players to go just to throw
batting practice and run their
bases. Now pitchers have to
face hitters, and it’s with
catchers behind the plate that
they do it, for more than just
just a BP. “You get pitchers for
trying to make pitches now,”
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Trout said. “You try to execute
the pitches and things change.”
“It’s a lot more exciting for the
pitchers,” he continued.
“Obviously for the offense, but
for the pitching side it’s a lot
more, nowadays a lot of times,
you have to execute pitches.
You have to execute pitches.
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That’s the biggest difference.”
The main thing hitters have to
adjust to is the chance pitchers
make mistakes. That’s usually
when they have to work on the
mechanics of their swing,
which is a natural thing they do
for their own selfimprovement. As for the
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pitchers, they have to focus on
sequencing and tempo. That’s
the difference. They have to
think about where the pitch
will end up and where they
want it to go when they release
it. They need to have a good
idea of the time the ball will
reach the plate. “If you get a
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strike, you can get it back and
away,” Shoemaker said. “You
have to be consistent and show
you’re a good pitcher.” Injury
Update It was announced
earlier today that Grant Green
and first baseman C.J. Cron
will both be out a few weeks
with injuries. Green suffered
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an ankle injury on Saturday
and Cron is dealing with a
strained groin. “C.J. is a more
important player to our lineup,”
Angels manager Mike Scioscia
said. “We’ll probably try to get
him on the field as fast as he
can.” Green and Cron will both
be re-evaluated when they’re
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healthy, with the team waiting
until they’re 100 percent before
playing them. 82138339de
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